
As Actors' Union of Turkey and ISTISAN (Istanbul Municipal City Theatre Artists' 

Organization) organization with the actors of Istanbul Municipal Theatres ; when we visited

Turkish Grand National Assembly (TBMM) on 06 June 2012, we had a meeting with 

various deputies and group deputy chairmen of all the political parties’ and particulary with 

the chairman of TBMM. During this meeting we shared our ideas related to the dicsussions

that are in the news about Istanbul Municipal Theatres and public funded theatres.

As a result of our ideas, we emphasized that the public fund on arts in Turkey should be 

revised. We also stated that, for this reason,  there is a need to carry out an extensive 

study and to develop new actual models for the arts institutions which even would serve as

a model for the current arts instutions of the world. Correspondingly, we also offered that 

these studies should be carried out in collaboration of artists, non-governmental 

organisations, universities, private sectors, local and governmental administrations and 

also that these studies should constitute as a base for the civil dialogue which is in search 

of new models.

Besides sharing our ideas with the public opinion, we also stated similar ideas to the 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism.

And today, Ministry of Culture and Tourism’s law draft which is known as TUSAK draft is 

under discussion of public opinion. So, what is TUSAK draft?



According to the expressions of Undersecretary of Prime Ministry, it is as if this draft bears 

an aim of collecting all the ways of supports for the arts in one hand and “revising” some 

instutions that are affiliated to the ministry. However, it is clearly noticed that these 

expressions don’t coincide with the aims explained in the content of the draft in no sense. 

This draft which draws reaction of all the society and especially of artists’ organisations,  

includes two fatal, unacceptable mistakes that will even remove the need to discuss the 

other articles:

1- Desertion of all the supports for arts productions in Turkey to the savings of Ministry:

An Arts Commitee of Turkey consisting of 11 people shall be constituted in accordance 

with the afore-mentioned draft. The commitee shall only be costisted of the people who are

appointed by the Council of Ministers and these people shall render service as OFFICERS

of the ministry. In other words, the system of distribution which should completely be 

based on objective criterias, will be abandoned to the initiative of the current political will 

and moreover, without any criterias…

2-Abolition of the Laws of State Theatres and State Opera and Balet Institutions:

State Theatres and State Opera and Balet Insitutions, maybe the most important 

institutions of life of arts in Turkey, will be abolished if this draft becomes a law. These two 

instutions are maybe one of the most important acquisitions in the history of Republic.  

They provide employment for thousands of actors, spread arts all around Anatolia with the 

works that are carried out since the day they were established.  Moreover, these 

institutions which include such precious actors who generate arts with a great self-devotion



despite their hard working conditions and their being paid such little salaries under the 

standarts of the world; once and for all, will be demolished with a draft without reference of

noone.  

Apart from all the other imperfections, these two articles independently make TUSAK draft 

unacceptable. Moreover, the subject draft is not submitted to public opinion’s information 

officially. Therefore, this ambiguity which has been continuing for months and the 

unacceptable content of the draft that is leaked quietly, make the reconciliation impossible 

between the parties because of its arising rage among arts community. 

In an atmosphere in which such severe discussions exist and in which all the actors revolt 

against righteously, the Ministry gathered cultures and arts actors together to learn their 

opinions about TUSAK on 3 Mart 2014 in an official meeting held in Ankara.  This 

endeavour may be thought as a try for civil dialogue, but unfortunately, it is not. Because, 

discussing how TUSAK should be without asking basic questions about the presence of it, 

is not enough to make such a fundamental change in the history of Republic, in field of 

cultures and arts.

In brief: Ones who will daily apply any changes like TUSAK or the others, are the people 

who have worked in field of cultures and arts up to today, whether in an institution or 

independently. The problems of the people working in the field of cultures and arts and the

question about how they will produce arts, have found a solution without negotiation with 

their very selves and now, it is only decided to talk with them about the details of this 

solution. 

TUSAK is not an organisation which is produced as a result of civil dialogue. First 



of all, we want to interrogate the presence of TUSAK:

• As an organisation which believes that the public finance on arts in Turkey should 

be revised, we want to learn: How emerged the decision which anticipates that 

TUSAK will be the answer of such a revision? Who made this decision? How the 

process is operated before coming to this decision?

• While working on a such fundemantal conversion, why not collaborated with the 

member countries of the European Union, in such a time when we try to become a 

member of European Union?  

• We think that Britain is mostly taken as an example regarding a council, institution 

or commitee. Presence of Arts institutions in Britain which have the characteristics 

of public institutions are often disregarded. Royal Opera, Royal Philarmonic, 

National Theatre, National Opera, BBC Symphnoy, etc… All these also have 

Cymry, Scotish versions. 

 

The topics below given are crucial to be discussed before coming up a discussion for 

TUSAK. Actors Union of Turkey's ideas about this matter are clear as they are stated in 

various channels, in various ways many times. If this conversion which will be one of the 

greatest changes in the history of Republic will be applied; hurrying will end up in 

irreparable results. 

• Presence of State Theatres and State Opera and Balet Institutions, State Syphony 

Orchestras, Istanbul Municipal Theatres are indispensible because of their 

contributions to the development of creative industry in Turkey, to brand value of 

Turkey and the cities where they are, to the added-value in various portfolios and to

the social benefits that they provide.



• On condition that arts institutions which work for the public weal and which produce 

arts with the help of public finance exist, creativity can come into prominence 

andaccordingly, those above-mentioned can be provided. It will be seen that these 

conditions are the same for those countries that Turkey conciders as rivals if they 

will be observed

• The matter of Arts is not a field like education, health that can be left to the interest 

of private sectors and enterprises of individuals or various groups.  

• The models of these drastic and old institutions which maintain their presence with 

the help of public finance in Turkey should be updated. This updating may only be 

possible not by abolishing them, but by supporting and turning them into institutions 

which may compete with the counterparts, countries that Turkey conciders as rivals.

Besides, before discussing on the models for the necessary updating, models and 

methods about how to make these discussions should be discussed.  

• For the discussions; a model of civil dialogue should be created in which 

non-governmental organisations, universities, private sectors, governmental and 

local administrations, in short, all the related identities of the subject matter will take 

part actively. 

• Actors' Union of Turkey defends the presence of the decentralised, financially 

transparent, accountable arts institutions that are autonomous in terms of arts and  

enable employement for all actors, which have short, medium and long- range 

targets and adopt international standarts in all ways and which are supported with 

the public finance.

Due to all the reasons above-mentioned, Actors' Uni n of Turkey is against and will ı

continue to be against the subject draft both because of TUSAK’s unnecessary, 



sudden and unexpected preparation phase and its fatal content.

Best Regards,


